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Abstract
The overall project goal was to reduce the forest fire impact on the alpine environment through prevention and mitigation
actions.These actitivies aimed to share knowledge,coordinate mutual aid actions, develop tools to preserve alpine forests and
guarantee the provision of forest ecosystem services.To achieve the project goals a collection on forest fire and weather data was
set up, sensitivity tests of suitable fire weather indices for the alpine context were done and the scale of an Alpine Forest Fire
Danger rating was harmonized.The methodology and techniques developed have taken climate change impacts into account as
well.The operational warning system was implemented based on daily observations and forecasts of weather conditions affecting
fire potential, daily updated by each region, according to the Alpine Forest Fire Danger Scale jointly fixed. Moreover 11 transnational
exercises involving operational people, decision makers and fire-fighters were conducted to share tools, practices and procedures
for forest fire prevention and suppression:these activities fostered the development of trans-boundary mutual aid protocols.An
intense dissemination activity and several trainings assured the rising of the awareness for forest fire impacts and suitable
prevention actions in the Alpine Space.The well-built network established is fully committed to strength the cooperation on forest fire
management and to make the common warning system run effectively beyond the project end.

Relevance
Wildfires are a social, economic, and environmental issue frequently tackled by the scientific world, taking into account new climatic
scenarios that point out the rise in the frequency and severity of wildfires. Forest fires destroy the protective forest and lead to
increased soil erosion, rock-falls and extreme weather disaster, biodiversity loss and lower quality of habitats. Moreover wildfires
reduce the forest’s role to help alpine community in mitigating climate change and adapting to its effects. The social and economic
expenditures in the alpine regions rapidly increased to limit the impact of forest fires but they became unsustainable, therefore
preventive actions must be taken to reduce their incidence. An harmonized approach to prevention and a structured mutual aid was
missing at the Alpine scale. The main project outcomes, the Alpine Forest Fire Danger Scale and the common operational warning
system, make the prevention and suppression actions more effective and timely, with a significant prevention/intervention cost
reduction. Moreover, they favour the homogenization of the forest fire management rules in the Alps. The data collection and
analysis, together with the ignition empirical tests, improved forest fire knowledge in the Alps, both on the historical and future
scenario. This allows to include forest fire prevention in landscape and connectivity planning, climate change adaptation strategies,
civil protection plans and sustainable environmental policies.

Key Achievements
• A common baseline in the calculation of several fire weather indices and customized thresholds for forest fire alert levels
• The state-of-the-art of knowledge, results, techniques and software were made freely available to get advanced forest fire alerting
systems (several common scientific papers)
• The planned and shared Alpine Forest Fire Danger Scale
• The common operational warning system issuing a daily alert level at the Alpine scale
• A wide set of case studies to illustrate the meaning of current fire alert level and to support training
• The permanent User Committee on alpine forest fire establishment
• Collection and comparison of forest fire prevention and suppression procedures of Alpine regions
• Four transnational and trans-regional mutual aid protocols definition
• A wide dataset of weather and forest fires records (in cooperation with the MANFRED project)
• Eleven trans-boundary exercises involving local stakeholders and public were performed
• The Alpine Forest Fire Glossary based on collaborative work involving people outside the project
• The multi-language publication on alpine forest fire “Forest Fire in the Alps” (italian, english, german, slovenian)
• A short video “The Alps and Forest Fire”
• Recommendations to policy level on forest fire topic (official delivery during project final meeting)
• First assessments on future fire potential trend due to climate change impact on the Alps
• Several educational training (6 x students, 6 x technicians)

Lessons Learnt
The project demonstrated the importance of the international cooperation among regions both in terms of forest fire prevention and
fire suppression due to the synergies in economics, in preparedness and flexible response to alpine forest fire threat. Best practices
sharing, mutual aid protocols and measures to favour flexibility and mobilization in fire-fighting operations have been tested in
trans-boundary regions throughout the exercise program carried out, to support cross border cooperation between countries.
Operational procedures, terminology and training have to be standardized to support mutual assistance on suppression operations:
the project started this process. Standardized training turn out to be fundamental in order to share resources safely and effectively,
considering different languages and different equipment standards used in the alpine regions.
The involvement of operational people results an important key point to achieve results that can be useful and well customized to
their needs.
Moreover, the dissemination activities headed to rise the public awareness about forest fire danger, showed how the people
increased understanding and sensibility to the topic can limit the forest fire development, both due to the correct individual
behaviours and to the dissuasive effect generated by the enhanced common knowledge.

Replication / Roll out
The project involved 10 regions well representing the Alpine Space and its operational results constitute a good example of
transnational cooperation. In fact, other regions of the Alpine Space (Valais,Graubunden) already decided to include their fire level
alerts in the ALP FFIRS operational warning system. The ALP FFIRS community is committed to try to extend to all the remaining
regions the opportunity to publish their alerts and to share forest fire case studies. The practices developed in the project have been
already shared on a larger area trough the collaboration with the INTERACT Programme-European Territorial Cooperation
2007-2013 in the thematic pole “natural risks”. Moreover the methodologies for the soil erosion assessment, high spatial resolution
climate future scenario production, forest fire indices and thresholds definition calculation software, several dissemination products
(info-boards, children tale, video, glossary) can be shared beyond the Alpine Space also. The ALP FFIRS results are already
included or are going to be included in the Forestal Settling Plans and Forest Fire Fighting Plans adopted at regional level. The
mutual aid protocols can be extended to the other boundary regions. The project gave a strong impulse to the Sub-Regional
Euro-Alpine Network, launched during the Joint Meeting of the Wildland Fire Advisory Group/Global Wildland Fire Network: a
long-lasting platform for cross-border cooperation in fire management and knowledge exchange.

